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About This Game

The aim of the game is very simple; SURVIVE! Try and survive for as long as you can, the longer you are alive the harder
everything gets. New enemies will start spawning, different bosses will spawn, and the older enemies will start getting a little
more aggressive. The twist is within the powerups and spacecrafts. There are a bunch of different powerups that can aid you
when battling the enemies. Keep playing to figure out what each powerup actually does. You can unlock different spacecrafts

(30 to unlock), which all have a different abilities (apart from the default one) that will enhance the powerups in different ways.
You also have the ability to slow down time at will. Everything apart from the player is slowed down. This is a very useful

ability but you only have a limited amount of time you can use it for so use it sparingly. Earlier versions of the game were very
generic, hence the name. However, I do think the game provides some very fun and unique gameplay elements.
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generic space shooter game. generic space shooter

This would be a great game if a player could configure the controlls. The way it is set up you cant shoot and move at the same
time. very frustrating.. Great game to kill some time.. Yeah it's pretty fun. For the price I wasn't expecting much but I was
surprised. It runs really smooth. Simple enough and yet does have difficulty. Starts off normal as most arcade shooter-based and
gets increasingly harder especially after the initial Boss battle as the amount of space you have to avoid bullets increases. The
one thing that this game does different is it's ammo count (you start off with 400) and that it forces you to rely on\/pick up the
powerups so when that's depleted an ammo powerup will show. It has all the normal ship unlockable achievements. One thing
that I feel might add to the game is a scrolling space vortex like in the original asteroid where enemies followed you as you
moved through space, so at least you have a bit more freedom to move when things get more hellish. All in all, good game.
Recommend play with a gamepad.. "pew pew" - GSS 2016. Generic Space Shooter can only be described a classic arcade
shooter, its clearly influenced by Meteor and other games of that era. All I need now is trackball, a pint of mild and upright
cabinet to complete the picture.

Plus, top marks to the developer for fixing the initial Linux issues.
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This is a very fun game! There is a lot more to it that it seems at first sight. It also has very good potential for expansion. I
definitely recommend this game to anyone who is bored and looking for some game where you shoot some things while dodging
bullets and other things flying at you. Also the soundtrack is pretty good too :P. Fun timewaster for cheap.. Surprising little twin-
stick shooter. Unlocking ships and choosing which ship to play keeps you coming back. I don't think it'll keep me hooked past 5
hours, but the price point is spot on for that.. Farily good game. Wish it had a better movement system tho. While the left mouse
button to fire the weapon was good and the space bar for the special was good, and using the mouse to aim was meh, the right
click to accelerate sucked.

Needs an option to use keyboard instead of mouse, for instance traditional ASDW keys would've been ideal with WS being
thrust and brake respectively.

Paid $2.99 for it.. Honestly this game isn't bad. but I also can't recommend buying it. As the name suggests, it's just a generic
space shooter. With that being said, I didn't really see much of a goal to the game (other than surviving), and with the limited
powerups in the game, I had already experienced everything this game had to offer within the first five minutes of playing. If
you are just looking for something to kill your three dollars on, go for it, but for me, it just didn't feel like it was worth what I
paid.. Played this for a short while. Got to say it is fun and challenging. The contols are about as easy as it gets for a game like
this. You fly and shoot all from the mouse. This makes it diffrent then others that let you fly around with one control type, aim
and fire with another. If you like 2D space shooters, give this one a try.. Watch my "First Impressions & Review" video on
Youtube here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uIFprSy3r_c

Anything but "generic" due to responsive, fluid and brilliantly simple mouse controls.

30 ships to unlock by beating certain tasks while playing the game, each with its own perks and advantages and procedural game
elements mean that no two games will ever be the same. This all equals a super high replay value.

Games play quick, meaning that this is a perfect game to play when you don't have much time to sink in and want to have a
"blast" fast.

Watch my quick video above to see exactly why I not only scored this game super high at an impressive 93%, but also why I
give it my rare "MUST BUY!" recommendation!

** Notes on HOW TO FIX A "MISSING EXECUTABLE" Error When You Launch The Game **
.... These steps are only for Windows, I don't have a Linux or a Mac, sorry ....

If you get this error when you buy and install the game, please do the following to fix it..

1) Navigate to your C Drive... (Double click My Computer, Double Click C Drive)

2) Double Click {Program Files (x86)} folder

3) Double Click {Steam} folder

4) Double Click {steamapps} folder

5) Double Click {common} folder

6) Double Click {Generic Space Shooter} folder

7) Double Click {Windows} folder

8) Click on {The GSS_Data} folder to highlight it, then hold CTRL down on your keyboard and also highlight the GSS file

9) With both of these highlighted, Right click your mouse and select COPY (Or hit CTRL-C)
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10) Hit the blue back arrow at the top-left of your window to navigate back to the Generic Space Shooter folder and move your
cursor to a blank spot in the window below the windows folder

11) Right click your mouse and choose PASTE to copy the folder and the GSS file here (or press CTRL-V)

..Now your game should launch from the desktop shortcut or from Steam with no problems! :-) Have fun!
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